MACH 3
The New Electronics

ENHANCED TINTING MACHINE
MACH 3

FASTER DEVICES
- New CPU and Auto-cap
- Redesigned hardware architecture
- Brand new electronics
- New stepping motor driver

50% time reduction for can positioning and detection
Parallel handling
No downtimes

SMARTER DIAGNOSTIC
- Up to 50% than previous Electronics
- One touch dispense
- Greater electronics processing speed
- Sample jar dosage in just 3”
- Precise error messages
- Graphic feedback
- Operator’s notes
- Detailed log by filters

INCREASED CONNECTIVITY
- Prepared for LAN connection
- Additional I/O modules over CANBUS
- Remote machine management
- IoT ready

MULTITASKING OPERATIONS
- Parallel handling
- No downtimes
- 50% time reduction for can positioning and detection

HIGH SPEED DISPENSING
- One touch dispense
- Greater electronics processing speed
- Sample jar dosage in just 3”
- Precise error messages
- Graphic feedback
- Operator’s notes
- Detailed log by filters

DISPENDING KNOWLEDGE